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One-dimensional Mott insulators exhibit giant nonlinear optical response. Based on the dynamical density
matrix renormalization group method, photoexcited states and optical response in the insulators are studied as
functions of the on-site and the nearest neighbor Coulomb interactions,U andV, respectively. We find that the
lowest optically allowed and forbidden excited states across the Mott gap, which have odd and even parities,
respectively, are degenerate forV/ t&2 with t being the hopping integral of an electron between nearest
neighbor sites. ForV/ t*2, the bound states with odd and even parities occur and are not degenerate. The
nature of the degeneracy and its effect on the optical response are examined.
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In one-dimensional Mott insulators with strong on-site
Coulomb interactionU, the ultrafast and gigantic nonlinear
optical response have been observed.1,2 The third-order non-
linear susceptibilities in the typical one-dimensional Mott in-
sulators of charge transfer type, such as cuprates and
halogen-bridged Ni-halides, are a thousand times larger than
those of band insulators or Peierls insulators.2 In the previous
theoretical investigations,3,4 it has been pointed out that the
anomalous enhancement of the nonlinear susceptibilities in
the one-dimensional Mott insulators originates in the large
transition dipole moment between an optically allowed state
with odd parity and an optically forbidden(two-photon al-
lowed) state with even parity due to the degeneracy of these
states.

In the large-U limit, only the charge degree of freedom
survives in the photoexcited states due to the spin-charge
separation,5 and the system is well described by an effective
two particle model, called the holon-doublon model, which
is composed of a holon representing one photoinduced
empty site and a doublon representing one doubly occupied
site with the attractive Coulomb interaction −V between
them. WhenV exceeds a critical valueV=2t, these particles
form an excitonic bound state.6 Since these two particles
cannot exchange each other, the photoexcited states with odd
and even parities are degenerate regardless of the magnitude
of V. By using this model, the experimentally obtained opti-
cal spectra for the cuprates have been analyzed. However,
the optical gap in the compounds is finites,2 eVd and thus
the holon-doublon model, which is obtained in the limit of
large U, may be re-examined. Under a finite-U condition,
there is an intermediate process that these particles recom-
bine, while this process is prohibited in the large-U limit.
Since, in the finite-U condition, these particle can exchange
their positions through the intermediate process, the eigenen-
ergies of the odd- and even-parity states may be different.
Therefore, it is indispensable to clarify the optical response
in Mott insulators with finiteU.

The minimal model to describe photoexcitation in the
Mott insulators is the single-band extended Hubbard model
with U andV at half filling. By using the model with param-
eters for Sr2CuO3, the linear absorption and two photon ab-

sorption spectra have been calculated in the exact diagonal-
ization method for a 12-site chain.4 To understand the
degenerate feature in more detail, systematic studies of the
spectra are required for large size systems by changing the
parameters widely. To achieve this purpose, we employ the
dynamical density matrix renormalization groupsDMRGd
method,7–11and calculate the dynamical correlation functions
for odd- and even-parity states. The finite size scaling of the
lowest-energy positions, which are derived from the correc-
tions functions, is performed. We clarify a parameter region
where the degenerate photoexcitated states appear.

The single-band extended Hubbard model in one-
dimension is given by

H = − to
i,s

sci,s
† ci+1,s + H.c.d + Uo

i

ni,↑ni,↓ + Vo
i

nini+1,

s1d

whereci,s
† is the creation operator for an electron with spins

at site i, ni =ni,↑+ni,↓, t is the hopping integral along the
chain axis,U is the on-site Coulomb interaction, andV is the
Coulomb interaction between nearest neighbor sites. We con-
sider the half-filled case. We examine the wide parameter
regionU / t=5, 10, 20, and 40 to see the nature of the excited
states, although it is known that the realistic value ofU / t for
the cuprates isU / t,10.

We focus on the low energy region of the optical spectra
with even and odd parities at zero temperature. The quantity
xAsvd for an operatorA is defined by

xAsvd = −
1

L
Imk0uA

1

v + E0 − H + ig
A†u0l, s2d

whereL is the system size,u0l is the ground state,E0 is its
energy, andg is an infinitesimal positive number. OperatorA
is either the paramagnetic current operatorj
=−itoi,ssci,s

† ci+1,s−H.c.d or the stress-tensor operatort
=−toi,ssci,s

† ci+1,s+H.c.d.12 Since j andt have odd and even
parities under the space inversion, respectively,x jsvd detects
the odd-parity states whilextsvd does the even-parity states.
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To calculate these quantities, we use the dynamical
DMRG method,9,13 which is known to be powerful to study
dynamical properties in one-dimensional correlated electron
systems. The basic DMRG algorithm14 for generating the
ground state restricts the exponentially increasing Hilbert
space to the relevant low energy DMRG basis using the
ground state density matrix. To make informations about the
photoexcited states reflect on the next DMRG step, the den-
sity matrix for a system block is expanded to a following
form:7,15

rii8 = o
a

paFo
j

ca,i j
* ca,i8 jYo

i,j
ca,i j

* ca,i jG , s3d

whereoa pa=1 with a denoting each target state, the indices
i and j run over all bases of a system block and an environ-
ment block, respectively. We adoptca=0= u0l, ca=1=A†u0l,
and ca=2=sv+E0−H+ igd−1A†u0l. The most relevant states
to go onto the next DMRG step are constructed by the eigen-
states of this enlarged matrix, and the spectral functions are
directly given by the imaginary part of the inner product
betweenc1 and c2 after the sweep procedure is converged.
We takep0=0.5, andp1=p2=0.25. It is noted that the precise
variational principle for the ground state wave function is
necessarily violated whenever we treat the dynamical effects
by choosingp0Þ1. However, we can confirm that spectral
shapes evaluated by DMRG are quantitatively consistent
with results from the Lanczos diagonalization for small clus-
ters. Since we empirically know that the numerical results
are generally insensitive to how to determine the parameter
sethpaj, we believe that convergency of the obtained ground
state is considerably good.

In the numerical simulation, an edge effect by the open
boundary condition appears as a side peak located below a
main excitonic peak. This indicates that a doubly occupied
site tends to stay near the boundary. When we additionaly

introduce an impurity potential asH̃=H+Vsn1+nLd, the side
peak is removed. We have confirmed that the spectra ob-
tained in the method is similar to those in the exact diago-
nalization method for small clusters with the periodic bound-
ary condition.16,17

We first report the dynamical correlation functions,x jsvd
andxtsvd, for several values ofU / t andV/ t in Fig. 1. The
truncation numberm is m=180 in most cases of the simula-
tion and sometimesm=240 if necessary. The average dis-
carded weight is about the order of 10−6. In the largest-U / t
casesU / t=40d, the spectra with odd and even parities are
similar each other forV/ tø3. With further increasingU / t at
a fixed value ofV/ t, we can expectx jsvd=xtsvd for any v,
since the model becomes equivalent to the holon-doublon
model. In Figs. 1(i)–1(l), a tiny bump structure is seen
aroundv=U−V, which is associated with a uniform exciton
in the case of a dimerized spin background.17

When the parameterU / t decreases at a fixed value ofV/ t,
the odd-parity spectra,x jsvd, does not change much. On the
other hand, the spectral weight near the band edge in the
even-parity spectra,xtsvd, decreases, compared with that of
x jsvd. This is especially strong forV/ t*2 [see Fig.
1(d)].18,19 As already mentioned in the introduction, the ex-

citonic bound state is formed forV/ tù2 in the large-U limit.
Even in finite-U cases, we expect that the bound state occurs
as seen in the sharp peak structure ofx jsvd for V/ t*2 in
Fig. 1.

To evaluate the band edges ofx jsvd andxtsvd more pre-
cisely, we carry out the scaling analysis in the case that
U / t=10. The band edge is defined by the lowest-energy peak
position evaluated using a sufficiently small broadening fac-
tor g. The scaling results are shown in Fig. 2. For 64-site
systems, we takem=300. ForV/ tø2, it is found that the
peak positions ofx jsvd and xtsvd are almost degenerate at
L=64. The peak positions approach to the exact Bethe ansatz
solution of the band edge atV/ t=0, which is shown by the
broken line in Fig. 2.19 Since the extrapolated positions in
x jsvd andxtsvd are insensitive to the magnitude ofV/ t for
V/ t,2, we conclude the positions to be at the continuum
band edges. On the other hand, the excitonic bound states are
formed below the continum band edge with a certain gap for
V/ t.2. In the case thatV/ t=3, both parity states have the

FIG. 1. x jsvd (solid lines) andxtsvd (broken lines) as functions
of U andV. The system sizeL and the broadening factorg are taken
to beL=64 andgL / t=12.8.

FIG. 2. Finite size scaling for the lowest-energy peak positions
of x jsvd andxtsvd for U / t=10. The filled circles denote the posi-
tions of x jsvd, and the cross symbols denote those ofxtsvd. The
magnitude of error bars is smaller than that of the symbols. The
band edge atV/ t=0 obtained by the Bethe ansatz method is denoted
by the horizontal broken line.
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excitonic feature below the continuum band edge. However,
the spectral weights around the bound states behave differ-
ently as seen in Fig. 1(d). Figure 3 shows the scaling result at
U / t=5. In this relatively small-U case, the critical value of
V/ t, where the degeneracy is lifted, still seems to exist near
V/ t=2 but slightly smaller than that of the large-U limit.
Consequently, we conclude that in the finite-U cases, the
excitonic bound state formation forV/ t*2 lifts the degen-
eracy of the lowest-energy peaks inx jsvd andxtsvd seen for
V/ t&2.

The reason why the excitonic bound states are not degen-
erate in the case of finiteU is interpreted as follows: In the
holon-doublon model, there is the local constraint that
double occupancy of a holon and a doublon is prohibited on
the same site. On the other hand, in the case of finiteU, there
is an intermediate process that these particles recombine to-
gether. These particles can exchange their positions through
the intermediate process. In such a case, nonzero matrix el-
ements of the order oft2/U appear between photoexcited
states before and after the exchange, leading to the lift of the
degeneracy. ForV/ t*2, a probability of the exchange is
large, since these particles approach each other to form the
bound states. Therefore, the lift of the degeneracy becomes
remarkable forV/ t*2. On the other hand, a probability of
finding these particles nearby is expected to be small for
V/ t&2, since the excitonic bound states are not formed. This
indicates that the effect of the exchange is negligible. This
idea is supported by the DMRG results forV/ t&2, where
the even- and odd-parity states are degenerate. We note that
the behavior of the exciton forV/ t*2 is similar to that of a
Mott-Wannier type exciton,20 where an electron and a hole
can exchange their positions freely.

Returning to the extended Hubbard model, we clarify the
mechanism discussed in the previous paragraph. To simplify
the discussion, a strong-coupling perturbation theory from
the large-U limit is applied to introduce an effective Hamil-
tonian. A unitary transformation to remove the electron mo-
tion from a singly(doubly) occupied state to a doubly(sin-
gly) occupied state leads to

H = sU + Jdo
i

ni,↑ni,↓ + SV −
1

4
JDo

i

nini+1

− to
i,s

sji,s
† ji+1,s + hi,s

† hi+1,s + H.c.d + Jo
i

Si ·Si+1

+
1

2
Jo

i

sci,↓
† ci,↑

† ci+1,↑ci+1,↓ + H.c.d, s4d

where the three site hopping terms within the same Hubbard
bands are neglected,J=4t2/ sU−Vd, ji,s is the annihilation
operator of the singly occupied stateji,s=ci,ss1−ni,−sd, hi,s

is the annihilation operator of the doubly occupied state
hi,s=ci,sni,−s and Si is the spin operator. If we assume that
all sites are occupied by one electron in the ground state, the
photoexcited states created by the current or the stress-tensor
are written as sf1±f2d†u0l with f†=sf1

†,f2
†d

=soi,s hi+1,s
† ji,s ,oi,s hi,s

† ji+1,sd. We evaluate a propagator
matrix Dsv+ igd= t2k0ufsv+E0−H+ igd−1f†u0l. Considering
a sign factor by fermion exchange, we can regard −ImsD11

−D12−D21+D22d /L as x jsvd and −ImsD11+D12+D21

+D22d /L asxtsvd. By use of the standard equation of motion
method for the inverse Fourier transform ofD, the optical
spectra are finally given by

xAsvd = − Im
4t2

v + ig − vA − XAsv + igd
, s5d

whereA is either j or t, v j =v0−J/2, vt=v0+J/2, v0=U
−V+2J, and oi k0uSi ·Si+1u0l /L=−3/4. The dynamical cor-
rections are rewritten byXj =sY11−Y12d /2L, and Xt=sY11

+Y12d /2L, where Y=k0udfsv+E0−H+ igd−1df†u0lI

with I denoting the irreducible part off. In a case that
up and down spins on sites are alternately arranged by the
interaction, J, df† is defined by df†

=f2oi,s,s8 ji−1,s
† ssdss8hi + 1,s8 ·Si , 2oi,s,s8 ji+1,s

† ssdss8hi−1,s8 ·Sig
=soi df1i

† ,oi df2i
† d. For particular sites,i −1, i, i +1, a tran-

sition process bydf1i
† is given by df1i

† u¯ , ↑ , ↓ , ↑ ,¯l
= u¯ ,0 ,↑ , ↓ ↑ ,¯l, which means that a holon-doublon pair
extends spatially. Then,XA corresponds to continuum band.
Obviously,Xj andXt are degenerate at band edges according
to their definitions. When the edges are located belowv j and
vt, the band edges ofx j and xt are also degenerate, since
hybridization between the edge ofXA and a polevA is neg-
ligible. We note that negligibly small hybridization corre-
sponds to negligibly small probability of finding a holon and
a doublon nearby forV/ t&2 discussed in the previous para-
graph. When the excitonic bound states are separated from
the edges, we can apply the single-pole approximation to the
calculation of XA, and obtainXjsvd=Xtsvd=4t2/ fv−sv0

+Vdg, where we assumeoi k0uSi ·Si+2u0l /L=1/4. In this
case, the energy difference between odd- and even-parity
states is given byDv=fvt+Xtsvtdg−fv j +Xjsv jdg=JfV2

−sJ/2d2−4t2g / fV2−sJ/2d2g. We note that the energy differ-
ence arises from the last term of the transformed Hamil-
tonian (4) that describes exchange between a holon and a
doublon. The values ofDv are evaluated to beDv=0.315
and 0.171 forsU / t ,V/ td=s10,3d and s5,2.25d, respectively.
These values are comparable with the DMRG results for 64-
site systems shown in Figs. 2 and 3, which giveDv=0.285
and 0.145, respectively. Since the exciton with even parity is
situated near the continuum band due toDv.0, it mixes
strongly the comtinuum band. Then, the excitonic spectral
weight for the even-parity state is reduced.

Among the related compounds, we focus on Sr2CuO3 to
make a comparison between the present results and experi-
ments. Mapping the Zhang-Rice band onto the lower Hub-

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 butU / t=5.
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bard band, the parameters in Eq.(1) for Sr2CuO3 have been
estimated to beU / t=10 andV/ t=1.5,2.0.4,21 The param-
eters correspond to those used in Fig. 1(c). We find thatx jsvd
representing the distribution of the odd-parity states repro-
duces the measured linear absorption spectrum.1,2 In the case
that U / t=10 andV/ t=2, the absorption band edges inx jsvd
andxtsvd are found to be nearly degenerate. The distribution
of the even-parity states for Sr2CuO3 has been measured by
the two-photon absorptionsTPAd spectroscopy, and a finite
energy differences,0.3 eVd between the peaks in the linear
absorption and TPA spectra has been reported.1 The behavior
of the band edges in the odd- and even-parity spectra is dif-
ferent from that of the peaks in the spectra. The calculation
of the TPA spectrum in the present model will make it clear
whether the peak position in the TPA spectrum is higher in
energy than the band edge position inxtsvd. Such a calcu-
lation is in progress.

Among the halogen-bridged Ni-halides, the Br-based
compounds show anomalous behaviors: the linear absorption
peak is very sharp but the excitonic effect is found to be
small from photoconductivity measurements although the ef-
fect cannot be neglected.22 In the present model, the optical
responses observed in the compounds have not been ob-
tained. Since the optical gapD in the compounds has been

reported to be comparable with thep-d transfer energytpd,
23

it is not clear that the single-band model describes the elec-
tronic states in the compounds. It might be necessary to
study the underlying electronic states more detail.

In summary, we have presented the optical spectra with
odd and even parities by changing widely a set of parameters
in the one-dimensional single-band model by using the dy-
namical DMRG method. We have obtained three results:(1)
The excitonic bound states are formed forV/ t&2 in finite-U
cases.(2) When the excitons are unbound forV/ t&2, the
photoexcited states with odd and even parities are degener-
ate. (3) When the excitonic bound states are formed, the
eigenenergies of the odd and even states split because the
empty site and the doubly occupied site can exchange each
other in the finite-U cases.
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